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II.  Challenges and Alternatives to Development 
 

one of the first challenges was the rise of “political culture” as an important component of 
comparative politics – and we’ll do more on that next week.  Other challenges/alternatives: 

 
 1.  Dependency theory - 3w “developing nations” and their relative dependence on 1w. 
 

Contradictions btw US interests re 3w and 3w national interests themselves 
 
Adds role of class conflict, MNCs, and other econ factors 

  Later, considers role of local 3w elites and their role in (non)dev 
  Fernando Henrique Cardoso,  and Andres Gunder Frank 
 
  World Systems theory: Immanuel Wallerstein 

Beyond two-country relations, a world system of center-periphery relations 
Dependency plus global colonialism/imperialism   

 
+ New attn on world economic market, transnational actors, US intervention 
– blames US (not 3w countries and not the USSR) for 3w failures  
– some is decidely ideological advocacy of Marxism rather than “scientific” CP politics 

 
2.  Corporatism - “a structure of national sociopolitical organization in which the major 

societal units (armed forces, religious bodies, employers, labor, etc.) 
are integrated into, and usually subordinated to, the state.” 

 
That is, labor, business and other interest groups as part of/under the state. 
- perspectives: either as a result of history/culture (SEur, LA) or regardless of hist/cult.   

 
Interest group representation by officially sanctioned, monopolistic interest groups.   
Most useful for labor groups.  Rather than a whole model, an additional perspective 
added to comparative politics. 

 
3.  Bureaucratic Authoritarianism 

 
For when development ended up as complex civil/military coups, rather than as 
democracies.  Esp. for relative modern societies, like Argentina, Brazil, Chile. 

 
Guillermo O’Donnell - related B-A to dependency theory.  Said econ dev caused 
disruptions which led to conflict rather than to democracy.   

 
Fell out of favor when LA countries turned toward democracy 

 



4.  Political economy --  JQ: best used as a lens, rather than a model 
 

Tries to relate political and economic studies.  Grew out of a fading “political 
development” field.  A lot of it was Marxian and more ideological than scientific, but 
not all 

 
Also, interest in rise of Japan and Southeast Asian economies, and oil crises   

 
  Author: polisci’s dissatisfaction with economics.  In truth, few polisci’ers had much 

economic training, and found comfort in policy-level economics rather than in calculus 
and econometrics.  Since then, a broad number of people trained in both “hard” 
economics and in political science. 

 
Again, looked at Labor and business, public polices (health, social security, housing, 
etc.), comparative econ performance btw socialism and capitalism, and by the 1980s 
comparative privatization and in the 1990s comparative transitionology (from 
communist to democratic capitalism). 

 
(Spero - Pol of IER; Olsen - Rise and Decline of Nations; Gilpin - Pol Econ of IR. 

 
5.  State-society 

 
JQ: again, not a model so much as something to remain conscious of when comparing 
states.  When looking at voting, interest groups, labor, military, etc. - the importance 
of seeing the state as an actor in its own right - “the government” - as a player rather 
than as merely a referee.   

 
Skocpol: Bringing the State Back In.  Johnson: MITI and Japan. 

 
6.  “Indigenous theories of change” 

 
Rejection of both liberalism and Marxism as European – instead, seek path of 
development based on own local definitions, histories, cultures, etc.   

 
Based on political events and economic failures: but by definition moved comparative 
politics away from the direction of constructing a universal, complete “scientific 
model” of cp -- instead, twd 7 or 8 different paths.  These own indigenous pathways 
also failed to produce very positive results...  
The importance of those who reject – or resent missing out on – modernization is 
made plain again by the events of September 11.   

 



7.  Rational choice   
 

PoliSci elections analysts borrowed RC from economics, and from there by cp.  In 
short, the idea that “rational self-interested actors operating to their own best 
advantage” is how they see the world and the recipe for developing it.   

 
Wiarda is a little dismissive of rational choice, but he shouldn’t be.  It is important not 
only in economics - incl. interest groups and individuals and corporations views on tax 
policies, unemployment vs. inflation, social security, levels of defense spending vs. 
social welfare spending, trade policies – all these public sentiments can be important 
in determining policies - and differences among countries in these policies.   

 
Also, rational choice remains an important tool in international relations - not only the 
State but also Individuals as rational actors.   

 
8.  New Institutionalism 

 
In one sense, a neat way for an author to wrap up a book: back to the beginning 
(original studies of structures of England and France in 1890s).   

 
However, also important because of (1) generational change in perspectives on what 
is important in comparative politics - from institutions before WW2 to development 
after WW2 to culture and these other 1960s - 1980s interests to institutions again - 
something “new.” 

 
Practical relevance: in transitionology: ex-communist countries all needed new 
constitutions... since there was a willingness by these countries to accept Western 
advice, the need for “comparative constitutionalists” - like Aristotle - developed, and 
the interest in comparing these new constitutions - causes and effects - followed.   

 
Closely related is the rise in comparative democratization 
 

 
Finally: we’ve skipped over political culture - we’ll do some of that in the next couple of classes. 
 
 


